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Flip chart notes – Environmental Review Advisory Panel, 

August 10, 2017 

To what extent is health impact currently incorporated into the 

environmental review process? 

 Might be incorporated at the micro-level; might not address bigger question about quality of life 

 In different ways: 
o Air; generic, sometimes more specific 
o Noise 
o Drinking water; more specific 
o Surface water 

 Spotty and intermittent 

 Two ways: 
o Gaps in smaller projects 
o In larger projects there is more thorough review; more stringent standards 
o MAD observation: Additional panelists agreed with this. 

 Indirect—addresses broader definition of health 

 If indirect gets us there, we should rely on it. Maybe different for other situations. 

 Standards incorporate quality of water, air, etc. 

 Few thoughts: 
o PUC environmental review considers social science—living with these decisions (safety) 
o Environmental justice 
o Externalities-carbon impacts 

 
Summary:  Based on the comments from the Panel members, human health impacts are not directly or 
consistently addressed through all forms of environmental review.  When human health impacts are 
incorporated in environmental review, it is through water quality or air quality standards applied to projects 
through other regulatory processes, such as permitting. 

How should health be defined in environmental review? 

 Safety and overall health considerations in communities 
o Equity within communities 
o Climate 

 Stakeholder interaction to determine health 

 Cumulative impacts need to be considered 

 Struggle with needing a definition; definitions are last resort, can pin us down 

 Environmental review is not the place to define health impact and incorporating social science unless 
RGUs want it 

  
Summary:  No clear agreement on how health should be defined in environmental review. 
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Some panel members seemed to suggest the community needs to inform what health means, and that will 
inform the HIA; others seemed to suggest standards need to be set by regulators, and that should guide 
what is in an EAW/EIS. In other words, a community setting process versus rule directed process. The first 
seems to introduce more uncertainty, the latter more certainty. 

o Disagreement was around to what extent health is currently incorporated (e.g. through 
air/noise/water/etc. standards) or to what extent it is not incorporated, e.g. by not addressing 
health equity, community-wide health impacts.  

o In other words, disagreement seems to boil down to different views on definition of “health” in 
environmental review. 

Q&A with Kristin Raab (MDH) 

Questions for Kristin Raab 

 Is MDH requesting a change? 
o No, we did a review with recommendations 
o We believe environmental review does not adequately address health  
o See page 21 in MDH report 

 Who decides what is an HIA? 
o Community decides what is important 

 Who developed guidance documents? 
o No centralized organization 
o Variety of guidance available 
o MA 
o National resource council 

 Purpose of presentations—why elevate these perspectives? 
o (Answer from Will Seuffert) Better context to what the board is wrestling with. Narrow toward 

specific actions for health in environmental review 

 How longs does an HIA take? 
o Two weeks to two years 
o Project-specific/community-specific 
o Large project: 1 year/$250,000 

Other comments/questions during this period from panel members: 

 Heard “no connection of health in environmental review”? 
o They are explicit 
o The evaluation of standards through modeling is not seen, but it shows up in environmental 

review 

 Scientific data is growing regarding increase of particulate matter exposure, consider synergies between 
chemicals 

 Updated national ambient standard to address particular matter (pm) 2.5 

 How to request HIA for larger projects that have been determined to not cause adverse health effects? 

 Support the use of HIA as an environmental practitioner. Can’t support physicians proposal; too 
prescriptive with tool 
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Further panel discussion on health/HIA in environmental review 

 HIA similar to other assessments if good guidance; is formal; more holistic too 
o Currently, no real connection with health in environmental review 
o Role of public costs from projects; not currently addressed in environmental review 

 Tool available; need for RGU guidance 

 Role of off ramps 
o Antibiotics ban: study from Denmark showed that it did not result in decrease in antibiotic 

resistance 

 HIA should be voluntary, but not required 

 Time is driving the analysis; 20 questions 
o Political issues—need to be efficient 
o Need for more in-depth, arduous analysis; more time to think about this; we are “not doing the 

job if the patient continues to degrade.” 
o Standing panel of experts charged with advising RGUs 

 Human health declining? 
o MN babies at 10mg Hg (mercury) 

 HIA for silica sand in WI; I like this process; it was a fair process 
o Done where silica sand mining is done 
o Do not want significant changes in EAW 
o If a reason to assess health in EIS, do an HIA. 

Discussion of recommendations from MDH 2012 Report: “Incorporating 

Health and Climate Change into the Minnesota Environmental Assessment 

Worksheet” 

Recommendation #1:  Changes to EAW 

Pros: 

 More disclosure of potential issues—up front for everyone 

 Could address the social science understanding, especially for RGU 

 Providing information to scope EIS—address health issues 

 The four items on page 21 of MDH are worthwhile to look at 

 We need recommendation #1 plus recommendation #2 

 If you do this, discretion of the RGU to identify when (have the guidance for the RGU) 

 MN system is unique and robust; different from other states that incorporate health considerations 

Cons 

 Gets beyond EAW as a screening tool 

 One size does not fit all 

 An HIA introduces unpredictability 
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Recommendation #2:  Changes to EAW Guidelines 

Pros: 

 (Along with recommendations #2 and #3) Best practices guide—how applied and integrated into EIS—
build capacity 

 Yes, identifying questions associated with standards around health impact—make it better 

 Helpful to have guidance around health risks and what are the tools that would help in EIS 

 HIA flexibility and scalability 
o Use expertise of health experts (currently MDH comments during public notice) 
o Having resources available 

 Recommendation: standing expert panel serve in scoping and tailoring to the project 

 HIA scalability 

Cons 

 The panel members did not specifically state any cons to recommendation #2 

Recommendation #3:  Changes to EAW Process 

Pros 

 Yes, but multi-step questions in the environmental review process (settings, conditions) 

Cons 

 Assumes HIAs are appropriate; they are redundant for MN; can be scoped in EIS 

 Relationship EAW-HIA unclear 

 Scalability (but also a pro) 

Panel member recommendations to EQB 

 HIA as a tool, not a requirement. But also need better guidance on how to incorporate HIAs into ER. 

 Better guidance on all options/tools, not just HIAs, and how health can be better incorporated into ER. 

 On the EAW form, EQB should point out how each question is already considering health or point out 
how to include health impacts. 

 Need for objective peer review—standing committee of experts to review ER documents for human 
health impacts. This could be done at the scoping step for EISs. 

 HIAs in ER will support greater public participation in the process 

 Recommendation #2 from MDH (revise EAW guidelines to include guidance on health)—recognize size 
and scope of the project; Also, AUAR as a local screening tool for HIA 

 Need for a guide to apply HIA/method review—best practices 

 EQB should broaden the public comment period and do better marketing to get input from all 
stakeholders 

 Cross collaboration/training with environmental review practitioners and health professionals 

 Look at MDH recommendations—four points on pages 21-22 of the report (small changes to the EAW 
form regarding stormwater, water and wetlands, stationary sources and cumulative potential effects) 

 Better tools/guidance for HIA for all forms of environmental review 

 Look at other ways for RGUs to engage the community in scoping 
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Summary: The Panel did not recommend one method for incorporating human health impact into 
environmental review. However, overwhelmingly there is consensus that more guidance on how to 
incorporate human health impacts into environmental review should be provided.  Moreover, the guidance 
should provide a variety of options, including but not limited to how to complete the EAW form with greater 
human health impacts considered in each question; using EAWs as a screening tool for HIA; including HIAs in 
EISs – particularly in scoping of the EIS and any other method that could better integrate a human health 
perspective into environmental review.  A number of panel members commented on how to get stakeholder 
input on this topic, perhaps suggesting that better opportunities for input in the current process would 
address some of the questions around health. 

 

 


